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Abstract This article describes a series of multi-modal net-
worked musical performance environments designed and
implemented for concert presentation at the Torino-Milano
(MiTo) Festival (Settembre musica, 2009, http://www.
mitosettembremusica.it/en/home.html) between 2009 and
2010. Musical works, controlled by motion and gestures
generated by in-engine performer avatars will be discussed
with specific consideration given to the multi-modal pre-
sentation of mixed-reality works, combining both software-
based and real-world traditional musical instruments.

Keywords Music · Virtual environments · Mixed-reality ·
Multi-modal

1 Introduction

Musical performance and the ways in which musicians inter-
act across physical space have traditionally been constrained
by physicality: both the innate physicality of sound’s motion
through air as well as the ability to attend to and commu-
nicate with motion and gesture by performer and audience
alike. Time and physical space are naturally intertwined, as
latencies tied to the motion of sound and light comprise a
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very real component of musical experience. As such, musi-
cal performance practices have evolved throughout history
taking advantage of our natural understanding of the physi-
cal world, with the evolution of specific meta-languages of
musical gesture and subtle communication as the end result.

Flashing forward to a Twenty-First century culture awash
in connectivity and instant global communication, musi-
cal performance can be liberated from the constraints of
static physical location, moving beyond uni-directional mu-
sical broadcasting and streaming with fully-interactive poly-
directional networked streams of audio, video and control
data. Networked musical performance has become a reality
thanks to high-quality and low-latency multi-channel audio
streaming solutions across research grade and commodity
networks [5]. The physicality of distance, still constrained
by the laws of physics and the unwavering speeds of sound
and light, has been tamed to an extent that acceptable laten-
cies for the transmission of sound and music are routinely
achieved. As such, distanced networked performance of tra-
ditional analog instruments is not only possible but becom-
ing increasingly common [1, 31].

The use of computer-based three-dimensional rendered
multi-user environments and the implementation of enac-
tive or gesture-based musical control systems within such
environments offers a multi-modal approach for the connec-
tion of and interplay between distanced spaces. Streaming
media technologies allow networked or telematic musical
performances to span multiple disparate physical locations,
conceptually creating an additive musical space existing as
a sum of each location. Multi-user rendered environments
allow users to interact and communicate in the context of an
additional dimensionality, combining the additive musical
space of telematic performance with a shared and perceiv-
able space simultaneously belonging to all participants and
audience members alike.
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By combining virtual performers with live musicians, a
hybrid or mixed-reality musical environment is created, al-
lowing performers and audience members to combine, per-
ceive and attend to musical stimuli and visual events oc-
curring across both physical and rendered space. Through
the use of immersive audio presentation and spatialization
techniques [14], audience members can aurally attend to
sonic events in the rendered space, transposing their atten-
tional location into the shared space. We believe it is this
border—bridging the multi-modal intersection of visual and
auditory presentation systems and physical space—that rep-
resents the true nature of mixed-reality performance, allow-
ing performers and audiences the opportunity to consciously
and intentionally shift their attention to performance sound
and action in one “reality” or the other.

2 A history of musical performance networks

While the transmission of music across communication sys-
tems has only become truly ubiquitous within the last few
decades, the history of network-based musical transmission
dates back to the end of the previous century with the in-
troduction of Gray’s “Musical Telegraph” and Cahill’s “Tel-
harmonium” [7]. While both instruments were designed to
generate electronic sound and to transmit that sound over
telephone wires, the Telharmonium was established as per-
haps the world’s first networked musical subscription ser-
vice, selling live musical performances transmitted in real-
time across telephone wires to paying establishments. The
ability to create sound in one location and broadcast it for
performance in another location is a uni-directional method
of communication; there is no musical interplay or bi-
directionality involved, constraining any audience member
to the role of passive listener.

Musical networks of particular interest can be defined as
necessarily bi or poly-directional connected musical streams
each representing one or more voices of live musical perfor-
mance data; networks can exist within a single physical lo-
cation on a local network or in discrete and disparate phys-
ical locations and spaces, making use of both commercial
and research-grade internet access. There additionally exists
an increasingly well-populated community of network mu-
sicians and an evolving performance practice for networked
ensemble performance [1].

Early networked performances by The Hub [10] stand out
as rich examples of the complex musical constructs formed
through communal composition, improvisation and perfor-
mance. Stanford’s SoundWIRE group [24] utilizes multiple
channels of uncompressed streaming audio over its JackTrip
software to superimpose performance ensembles and spaces
alike, with performances of note including networked con-
cert performances with the ensembles Tintinnabulate at RPI

(NY) and VistaMuse at UCSD, as well as with performers
at Beijing University in 2008s “Pacific Rim of Wire” con-
cert [6]. Both the Princeton Soundlab’s Princeton Laptop
Orchestra (PLOrk) [26] as well as the Stanford Laptop Or-
chestra (SLOrk) [29] have displayed the powerful possibil-
ities of collaborative networked compositional form using
local area networks for synchronization and communication
and distributed point-source spatialization.

3 Game-based musical systems

The use of networked/multi-user video game engines for
music and sound generation has become increasingly com-
mon as generations of musicians who have grown up with
readily accessible home video game systems, internet ac-
cess and personal computers seek to bring together visu-
ally immersive graphical game-worlds, wide-spanning net-
works and interactive control systems with musical systems.
Though its graphical display is rendered in 2-dimensions,
Small_Fish by Kiyoshi Furukawa, Masaki Fujihata and
Wolfgang Muench [9] is a game-like musical interface
which allows performers/players to create rich musical
tapestries using a variety of control methods. Auracle [8], al-
lows networked users to collaborate and improvise using vo-
cal gesture. Fijuu2 [21], a fully rendered three-dimensional
audio/visual installation controlled with a game-pad, tightly
marries the videogame and musical worlds through the use
of immersive graphics and familiar game control systems.

4 Previous work in virtual worlds

q3apd [19] was an early modification of the open-source
1.32 Quake 3 gaming engine [13] which outputs user coordi-
nate, view and player data to Pure Data (PD) [22] using PD’s
internal FUDI protocol, designed as the networking protocol
used by PD to link GUI and DSP systems. Describing the
work, Oliver states “In the installation the movement, posi-
tion, health, view angle and item status of 4 software agents
in combat was sent to the synthesis environment Pure Data
and used to make an auralisation of activity in the arena:
a musical re-presentation of the flows and gestures of artifi-
cial life in combat.” [18].

For the work maps and legends [12], q3apd was used to
track user motion around specially-designed compositional
maps, triggering modular components of a multi-channel
composition and spatializing each one based on individual
user positions. Eight speaker representations were arranged
around the periphery of the compositional map for maps and
legends, giving visual cues as to the relative panning loca-
tion of the currently playing sounds in the eight-channel
surround sound field. By correlating avatar location with
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Fig. 1 The distance between an avatar’s coordinate position and eight
virtual speaker positions is constantly measured in maps and legends

Fig. 2 Virtual performer and projectiles in nous sommes tous fernando

respect to each of eight speaker representations to the am-
plitude of triggered musical events in an eight-channel sur-
round soundfield, an overlay of the compositional map was
created in physical space, bringing the experience of action
in two environments together (Fig. 1).

q3osc [11] is a heavily modified version of the open-
sourced ioquake3 gaming engine featuring an integrated Os-
cpack [2] implementation of Open Sound Control (OSC)
[30] for bi-directional communication between a game
server and one or more external audio servers. By combining
ioquake3’s internal physics engine and robust multiplayer
network code with a full-featured OSC packet manipulation
library, the virtual actions and motions of game clients and
previously one-dimensional in-game weapon projectiles are
repurposed as independent and behavior-driven OSC emit-
ting sound-objects for real-time networked performance and
spatialization within a multi-channel audio environment.

q3osc was used to create nous sommes tous fernando. . .
(Fig. 2) and jord og himmel, multi-user works designed for
and premiered by the SLOrk. Both compositions explore lo-

Fig. 3 Milgram-Kishino Virtuality Continuum

cal and wide-area network performance paradigms to spa-
tialize sound using sets of hemispherical speakers designed
for the SLOrk arranged on stage in patterns matching the
location of virtual speaker models in q3osc. The in-engine
proximity of sound events to the speaker representations was
used to spatialize pitched sounds to locations in the sound
field while mapping absolute x-coordinate location to fre-
quency. In this manner, the environment itself became a re-
active instrument, with which users could engage by firing
bouncing projectiles against any surface of the environment.

5 An attentional definition of mixed-reality

Along the Milgram-Kishino continuum [16] spanning “real
environments” and “virtual environments”, “mixed-reality”
is defined to be inclusive of any combination of real and vir-
tual objects in presentation within a single display (Fig. 3).
Similar descriptions [3] extend the presentation from incor-
porating a single visual display to a more generalized no-
tion of ‘overlaying of virtual objects on the real world’.
We propose a further extension or generalization, moving
away from the restrictive notion of a ‘display-based’ defini-
tion (one inherently biased to visual stimuli and display) to
an ‘attentional’ or ‘consciousness-based’ definition, where
one’s attention or conscious attending to events and stimuli
are the true attentional focal point. Equal footing can as such
be given to non-visual stimuli, most importantly in the con-
text of presentations combining auditory and musical stim-
uli.

Following an attentional definition of Mixed-Reality,
events happening in physical space alongside auditory and
visual depictions of virtual events are combined by listen-
ers and viewers. Accurate auditory models of sound events
within virtual space can be presented either with or without
a corroborating visual presentation, allowing for a hybrid
or split attentional model. When combined with presenta-
tions of networked ‘telematic’ [20] musical performance—
wherein listeners experience an additive musical space com-
prised of local and remote musical events—as well as virtual
performance environments, a polyvalent set of presentation
possibilities and attentional directions is made possible and
available to performers as well as audience members. It is
this last presentation, a networked musical event combining
real-world and virtual actors and musical events spanning
disparate geographical and dimensional environments that
best describes the style of ‘Mixed-Reality’ performances.
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6 Space and presence for mixed-reality ensembles

One way of addressing the problem of presence or telep-
resence within and across distributed musical ensembles is
through the integration of groups of musicians with avatars
that perform in computer-generated interactive distributed
worlds. Live acoustic musicians imbue a musical locale with
an intrinsic sense of place. Virtual environments, through
their networked nature, give a displaced sense of place, i.e.,
they act as a “meeting place” of the global village. Perfor-
mances combining distributed musicians with physical in-
struments encounter the presence problematic in each sep-
arate locale—“Are the other musicians that I hear really
there?” Even video technology is not able to fully convey
this presence. On the other hand, virtual environments create
a compelling sense of shared space, but at the cost of losing
a connection to local presence. While it’s hard to convey the
sense of presence in distributed physical ensembles, it’s also
hard to convey the sense of “locality” in distributed virtual
worlds.

7 User and spatio-centric presentation

In video gaming, the “First-Person” viewpoint is a common
style of game play, allowing users to tele-operate or control
an avatar in rendered space while viewing the environment
itself through the eyes of the avatar. In such systems, where
a user’s self is represented virtually in the form of an avatar
capable of interacting “physically” with virtual constructs
and actions, the focus of both visual and auditory represen-
tations presented to each user has commonly been wholly
user-centric: a user in his or her real-world seat is presented
with an illusory visual and sonic representation of the virtual
environment from the viewpoint of that user’s avatar. The
illusion is heightened with the use of audio signal process-
ing designed to enhance the related first-person illusions of
space, distance and motion. As users listen to audio output
through headphones, stereo speakers, or an industry stan-
dardized multi-channel configuration such as 5.1 or 8.1, all
audio processing done in game-engines tends to attempt to
create realistic illusions of motion for one user sitting in the
sound-system’s centralized “sweet-spot”. Such individualis-
tic and user-centric presentation by its very nature restricts
the communal sensory experience fostered in the virtual en-
vironment from existing anywhere except within the game-
world itself.

In a context where live musical presentations are attended
by a viewing and listening audience, the use of user-centric
video and audio presentation to the audience itself proves
problematic. User-centric systems are optimized for a single
point of attention and don’t translate to multiple points of
attention when suddenly co-opted into delivering visual and

Fig. 4 A spatio-centric presentation can create immersive auditory ex-
periences for multiple listeners

audio cues to a group spread within a viewing and listen-
ing space. By inverting these traditional models of sound-
presentation and by focusing on a spatio-centric model of
sound projection for game-environments, a communal lis-
tening experience can be fostered inclusive of all listeners
within a shared physical space, including game-users and
audience members alike (Fig. 4).

8 Mixed-reality musical performances

Between 2009 and 2010 members of the “Music in Virtual
Worlds” (MvW), Music, Computing and Design (M:C:D)
and SoundWIRE research groups from Stanford’s Center
for Computer Research in Music and Acoustics presented a
series of concerts at the Torino-Milano (MiTo) Festival de-
signed to showcase new modes of music creation and perfor-
mance with the latest media technology and with an effort to
re-think musical interaction in multi-modal and distributed
environments. Each concert was centered around a series of
musical works built within heavily customized virtual world
engines: Sirikata [23] in 2009 and the Unreal Engine/UDK
[27] in 2010. For each piece virtual performers controlled
aspects of sound generation and spatialization though move-
ment and virtual gesture. In a subset of musical works, live
performers (both local and remote) played traditional instru-
ments alongside virtual performers.

8.1 Due Serata in Sirikata

In August 2009, Due Serata in Sirikata, two evenings of
Mixed-Reality networked musical performances combining
live instrumental performers with immersive and interactive
multi-user rendered performance environments were pre-
sented at the Polytechnico di Milano Bovisa (Milan, Italy) in
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Fig. 5 Networking schematic
for Due Serata in Sirikata

the Carlo de Carli hall. Surrounding the audience were an ar-
ray of eight speakers and four projection screens, arranged to
provide an immersive audio and video experience. Four mu-
sical works were premiered at the event, each one built us-
ing a customized implementation of the Sirikata engine con-
nected to multi-channel audio servers using the OSC proto-
col.

Sirikata is an open source platform designed for the cre-
ation of multi-user games and virtual worlds. To integrate
Sirikata environments and object motions and events with
custom ChucK [28] and SuperCollider [25] sound servers,
an OSCPack implementation of Open Sound Control was
used. Custom object interactions as well as early-stage net-
working and physics protocols were implemented as well,
allowing client avatars to interact with each other and the
environment itself. In this manner, users within the Sirikata
engine could move through a given environment, controlling
parameters of sound generation and spatialization through
their avatar’s motion in space or by simply interacting with
specific objects in the environment itself.

As seen in Fig. 5, live instrumental performers located
in Stanford, California and Missoula, Montana made bi-
directional audio connections to the concert hall using Jack-
Trip [4] across research-grade Internet2 network connec-
tions, affording high speed and bandwidth for each con-
nection. 16 bit/48 kHz uncompressed audio was sent over
JackTrip and selectively spatialized throughout the con-
cert hall, giving great clarity to each instrumental perfor-
mance. Three laptop performers in California connected to a
Sirikata server running in Milan, joining three local Sirikata
performers. OSC data representing coordinate and control
data from each individual performer was then streamed from
the Sirikata server to an array of sound-generating audio
servers (Fig. 6).

The musical goals and the technology designed to achieve
them are described below for each piece.

Fig. 6 Flow of OSC data between game space and auditory space

8.2 Musical form and virtual architecture: In C

Terry Riley’s In C, a metronomic piece composed for an in-
determinate and unspecified number of musicians, presents
a unique set of challenges in the context of distributed per-
formance. We have described the musical implementation in
detail in previous work; the pulse of the piece is calculated
and distributed to match network delay between connected
sites, ensuring that the rhythmic patterns that comprise the
piece are tightly synchronized, albeit shifted a number of
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metric beats, ensuring the musical result is different at each
end of the performance (see [6] for details).

The 2009 performance of In C at the MiTO Festival was
distributed between Milan, Stanford California and Mis-
soula Montana. While previous performances have included
traditional instruments and laptop performers, this new ren-
dition added virtual world avatar performers with custom
visual art and a novel method of moving one’s instrument
through Riley’s composed musical pathways. The orchestra
consisted of Piano and Avatar/Laptop performers in Milan,
Avatar/Laptop performers and violin in Stanford and Elec-
tric Cello and Electric Violin in Missoula. In keeping with
earlier networked performances of In C, the ensemble was
synchronized through a metronome that generates audio and
OSC messages.

In C is designed in a manner that lets musical perform-
ers move linearly through composed musical cells, choos-
ing repetition and cell-onset timings while remaining strictly
locked to the underlying metronomic pulse. The virtual en-
vironment artwork was created as an allegory of the work,
sequentially following a set of patterns or cells though mo-
tion down a rendered pathway. A clear linear pathing model
was used, so that each cell of the modular music was like-
wise represented visually as the cell of a pathway (Fig. 7).
The scale of the path and the visual affordance was clearly
laid out in the lattice railways that lead from one area of the
environment to the next.

As multiple performers were connected from disparate
global locations, separate paths were created so that the
physics bounding box would hold everyone on the paths,
and prevent anyone from literally “falling off” the perfor-
mance path. The journey took the audience through a sur-
real floating city landscape with an end tower clearly in site
for all 3 paths. This conforms with the instructions of the

piece where at the end the whole ensemble “lands” on the
last pattern.

This rendition of In C adds different layers of musical
and visual meaning that conform with the original intention
of the piece, and it’s an example of multi-modal expansion
of existing repertoire. The idea of local synchronization is
expanded to distributed musical synchronization. The idea
of advancing to a series of musical cells is not only illus-
trated in the virtual world, but literally this is performed,
i.e., physically advancing means musically advancing in the
cells.

8.3 Positional spatialization: Dei Due Mondi

In the work Dei Due Mondi, eight Sirikata performers act
as spatializing agents for an eight-channel pre-composed
“tape” piece, with their location in virtual space mapped
to a panning location in listening space around the audi-
ence. Rendered environments representing the Milano con-
cert hall and the connected concert space in California were
displayed, with avatars freely able to move between the two
spaces, bringing their sound with them. Virtual rendered
speaker images within both the Milan and the Stanford envi-
ronments were designed to match the physical speaker lay-
out in each concert hall. Performers created patterns of mo-
tion throughout each concert space, effectively traveling be-
tween the two spaces through their virtual representation.
As user avatars move through three-dimensional coordinate
space, each avatar’s X, Y and Z location data is streamed
over OSC to a sound-server. Performers following a loosely-
arranged choreography of motion control amplitude levels
and sounding direction of their assigned part. An additional
set of speaker locations, spread “outside” the representations
of the concert halls in a fantastical world was used as well.

Fig. 7 Visual pathways as analogues to the musical paths of In C
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Fig. 8 Outdoor and indoor rendered environments from Dei Due Mondi

In this manner, performers could control sound with a di-
rect mapping (within their own relative concert space), with
a remote mapping (within the other concert hall) or with an
abstract mapping.

To create perceivable movements of sound through space
each channel of Dei Due Mondi was spatialized using a first-
order Ambisonics endoder and decoder in SuperCollider.
With Ambisonics, all 8 speakers could be used to spatialize
individual sounds, creating a stable and localized soundfield
surrounding the audience. Sounds moved through the vir-
tual space were corrolated to movements through the phys-
ical concert halls: as an avatar traversed the virtual Milan
concert hall, that performer’s associated sound stream were
perceived by the audience as moving across the physical hall
(Fig. 8). This spatio-centric approach meant that members of
the audience were immersed in an audio rendering designed
to both fill the space and show the 1:1 relationship between
avatar motion in virtual space and sound motion in physical
space.

8.4 Spatial improvisation: Canned Bits Mechanics and
Dialoghi

A different approach to the role of spatialization was devised
for the other two pieces presented in 2009. Canned Bits Me-
chanics was inspired in part by the 100-year anniversary of
the 1909 publication of the Futurist Manifesto [15]. In keep-
ing with the turn-of-the-century futurist aesthetic, the visual
and sonic components of the piece are metallic and mechan-
ical (Fig. 9). In addition to a local pianist performing from
Milan, two remote Yamaha Disklaviers located in California
were controlled using interactive real-time algorithms from
the stage in Milan. The use of mechanical acoustic instru-
ments that are not available locally is another potential of
network performance. An avatar in the Sirikata environment

Fig. 9 Mechanical constructs as visualized in Canned Bits Mechanics

completes the ensemble, providing both a film-like visual
narrative as well as controlling pre-recorded metallic and
percussive sound events through speed of motion and co-
ordinate location.

The virtual world is an industrial setting of diamond
plated walkways, and large i-beam columns (Fig. 9). As the
performer avatar moved through the environment, sonic ma-
nipulations consisting of variable-speed and direction sam-
ple playback and gain control were triggered. The aural re-
sults depended on the speed of motion of the avatar and its
position, giving great flexibility to interact with the other
performers. Flying gestures created simultaneous visual and
aural sweeps, creating an engaging experience for performer
and audience alike.

These same sample-based motion gestures were used in
Dialoghi a networked improvisation combining four remote
instrumental performers, the local piano and Sirikata avatar
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Fig. 10 Space field with “Cosmic Debris” from Dialoghi

Fig. 11 Pianist Chryssie Nanou improvises with live networked musi-
cians from Stanford, Montana as well as in virtual space

performer (Fig. 11). Designed as a culminating piece for the
concert, the visual setting consisted of “cosmic debris” from
each the previous pieces in the concert (In C, Canned Bits
Mechanics, Dei Due Mondi) serving as a visual and mu-
sical deconstruction of the event itself (Fig. 10). To musi-
cally illustrate this deconstruction the avatar controlled al-
tered samples of In C and other sounds that formed the basis
of the previous three pieces of the concert.

8.5 MiTo 2010

For the 2010 MiTo Festival, musical works were conceived
that would require a more complex game-based control sys-
tem and a richer visual ecology than was currently avail-
able in the still-young Sirikata platform. To incorporate fea-
tures such as dynamically-controllable projectiles and com-
plex visual shader and lighting treatments, the Unreal En-
gine in the form of the freely available Unreal Development
Kit (UDK) was used. Two works using the UDK were pre-
sented in 2010, Tele-harmonium and Perkussionista, both of
which made heavy use of Ambisonic spatialization and OSC
driven control systems.

8.6 UDKOSC

UDKOSC is a customized implementation of the Unreal De-
velopment Kit linking a modified object and event codebase

with an Open Sound Control OSCPack Windows.dll library.
Perhaps best seen as an extension of q3osc incorporating
lessons learned with the customized Sirikata implementa-
tion, UDKOSC enhances the basic user coordinate tracking
and customized projectile behaviors found in those systems
with greater granularity of control as well as new environ-
mental object classes capable of reporting data on their in-
teractions with user avatars and projectiles alike.

Some of UDKOSC’s interactive features include:

− OSC tracking of continuous projectile location as well as
upon collision with environment

− dynamically controllable projectiles with homing/swarm
behaviors

− projectile homing behaviors can be targeted to user-
generated locations in space as well as to other moving
projectiles

− environment object classes capable of outputting OSC
messages upon collision/interaction with projectiles and/
or client avatar

− projectile size and speed can be changed dynamically
− external OSC control over projectile direction/homing

behaviors with custom iPad interface.

8.7 Tele-harmonium

Tele-harmonium for live piano and virtual UDKOSC per-
former was the first work written using UDKOSC and was
designed to incorporate the architecture of the rendered en-
vironment itself as an instrument capable of performing a
duet with a live pianist. Visually, the Tele-harmonium was
conceived as a giant machine-building, similar in concept to
an immersive musicbox with rotating gears and mechanisms
to mechanically reproduce sound and music. The storyline
of the work describes the building as an instrument capable
of playing back musical memories and as such, the virtual
performer is seen traveling, entering and interacting with
structures within the building to create and control sound
and music. At the center of the space is a rendered organ-like
console, intended as the virtual manifestation of the live pi-
anist, though perhaps more appropriately, the pianist should
be seen as the live representation of the virtual instrument.

Musically, Tele-harmonium is loosely built upon the har-
monic and melodic structure of the Sonata for keyboard in
D minor, K. 213 (L. 108) “The Lover” by Dominico Scar-
latti. Excerpts from the Sonata are heard both in manipulated
recording as well as in live performance by the pianist. Addi-
tional musical materials that comprise the piano score were
composed as derivative and allegorical variations on partic-
ular phrases and structures found in the original work. The
virtual performer controls the structure of the composition
as a whole, moving though specific locations and trigger-
ing recorded excerpts of the original Scarlatti in conjunction
with the live pianist’s playing.
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Fig. 12 Homing projectiles revolving around larger target projectiles

To allow the virtual performer the ability to successfully
duet with an instrument as melodically and harmonically
flexible as a piano, both projectile collision and continuous
OSC data streams were connected to sound-generating vir-
tual instruments in SuperCollider and encoded using first-
order Ambisonics. As projectiles collide with specific ob-
jects in the rendered environment, simple pitched sounds are
generated using bursts of noise passed through tuned filter
banks. Settings for filter frequency/pitch and amplitude are
extracted from the UDKOSC stream: frequency was mapped
to a Cartesian distance from the central rendered keyboard
while amplitude was mapped to the size of the projectile it-
self. Individual or groups of projectiles can be dissolved at
any given time by the performer, allowing great control over
musical texture and additive dynamic level.

Continuous sounds are created using a modified version
of the projectile object, mapping spatial coordinates to fre-
quency, amplitude and specific timbral characteristics of a
simple synthesized instrument. Swarming and following be-
haviors are extremely effective in generating rich sound-
fields when mapped to a simple continuous sound source,
with slight fluctuations in pitch and timbre working together
to create a timbrally rich musical sound (Fig. 12).

As each individual projectile is tracked through coordi-
nate space over OSC, their relative locations within virtual
space can be corrolated to locations in physical space as ren-
dered through an Ambisonic decoder. Musical spatial ges-
tures can easily be created in this manner, allowing sound
to smoothly move throughout the audience, creating an im-
mersive auditory experience.

8.8 Perkussionista

Perkussionista is a wholly new musical work built on the
2009 infrastructure originally used in Canned Bits Mechan-
ics. Reworked using the UDK, the visual environment was
updated with user-controllable levers and additional faux-
mechanical constructs hooked into the SuperCollider sound
engine with OSC. The goal of ther Perkussionista perfor-
mance was to manually move across platforms, pulling

levers and rotating wheels in a pre-choreographed pattern.
Each movement and action in virtual space triggered pre-
composed recorded snippets which were in turn spatialized
with Ambisonics throughout the concert hall.

9 Conclusions and future work

The use of computer-based rendered visual environments as
the core component to multi-modal networked musical pre-
sentations has proven to be an exciting and rewarding re-
search path. As technology becomes more open and avail-
able with the introduction of platforms such as Sirikata and
the UDK, artists and musicians are given valuable tools for
building immersive and enactive systems for nuanced mu-
sical composition and performance. Indeed, the very nature
of composing music to be performed through such novel in-
terfaces has necessitated a concerned look at methodologies
for composing modular and flexible musical works and sys-
tems. That being said, there exists a great deal of room for
improvement and refinement of current practices. New in-
terfaces allowing controllers of in-engine avatars to inter-
act more naturally and compellingly with virtual represen-
tations of instruments and sound-controlling processes are
under consideration, ranging from touch-based mobile de-
vice interfaces capable of tracking subtle gesture to force-
feedback controllers capable of delivering physical haptic
feedback, to fully-engaged body tracking using commodity
devices such as the Microsoft Kinect.

In the same light, the design of compelling gestural map-
ping schemata, intended to aid in the correlation of actions
between physical and virtual space is necessary to allow mu-
sical performers in such systems to reach for virtuosity. The
perceptual coherence between gesture and resultant musical
action is of great importance, necessitating a closer look at
methods for creating compelling immersive experiences ca-
pable of nuanced gesture and reaction. Towards these ends
we are experimenting with a series of user-based studies
aimed at fostering a better understanding of the perceivable
relationships between virtual gesture and physiological au-
ditory response.
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